FLAGSHIP EVENTS
Sr. No. Event Discription

1
2

3

4

CAD PRO: An event to test the skill in drafting software
application of the Field of structural design. Mainly considering
Knowledge of software, speed for solving the problem
statement, stability of structure, Idea on Loads and their
points of action.
ARISTOTLE : The following event focuses on the placement
preparation for the students. The event follows the placement
procedure. It is the perfect test to check the interview
preparedness of students.

GAME OF BRAINS: Addicted to solving puzzles and brain
teasers? If YES then bring your high cards because your minds
will be shuffled here at Game of Brains we will check your
problem-solving skill, ability to think and its implementation,
presence of mind, general and technical knowledge. So, pull
up your socks and show us what you got.
CASE ON POINT:A competition which will test your aptitude
for business strategy and real-life problem-solving.

No. Of
Member
s

First
Prize

Second
Prize

Society

2

5000

3000

INFRA

1

₹5000/ ₹3000/MICROBUS

Group

5000

3000

8000

4

MEXPERTS

IIC

5

VIDHWAN:
In this participants design the National Power System that
consists of the generating stations, substations and loads with
the protection devices. If you are power engineering
enthusiast then this is the best event to showcase your
brilliance in a highly competitive space.

4

5000

3000

ELECTRORORECK

6

ASTRONOMY QUIZ: In this the participants will be judged
based on their knowledge of Astronomy and related fields. The
quiz consists of various rounds, each prompting the players to
use their skills to decode or find the answers.

2

5000

3000

Antariksh

3

5000

3000

Aeromodelling

2-4

5000

3000

ICell

7

8

DRONOLYSIS : A machine is only useful if it can solve real
world problems. Drones have various applications. Participants
are required to present an innovative idea that can be
implemented on a drone
B PLAN: This event provides a platform for start-up enthusiasts
to pitch in their Start-up Idea in front of everyone. The
students are required to prepare a presentation covering all
aspects of establishing their start-up.

9

10

11

System Design: In this event, the participants will be given
some circuit design and system design models. The
participants are needed to solve circuits and brush up the
knowledge of the embedded system and core concepts.
Excalibur :It is 15 day long event. In this students would
develop a working project which would use different
technologies like Firebase, Amazon Web Services , GCP,
Dialogflow. Each team would be mentored by best one of us.
LAY YOUR PLAN:- This event majorly focuses upon the plant
layout and material handelling to employ in a problem
statement to be released later.

2(for both 5000
years)

4

1

5000

5,000

3000

EMR

3000

TECHNO

3,000
MECHSOC

OTHER EVENTS

1

INTERVISTA: Gives the pre-placement experience and help in
build up your confidence level to get rid off placement phobia.

1

1500

1000

INFRA

2

CIVIERA: This is a presentation event Requires to conduct
research as per the theme fascinating MS PowerPoint
presentation.

2

3000

2000

INFRA

3

ARCHICAPTURE: Event to show your skills to operate a camera
and capture the beauty in Engineering of buildings. Have to
mention its historical background, structural feasibility and
type of structure in the caption.

1

1500

1000

INFRA

4

EXQUISITE: It’s a logical and brain squeezing event to test your
logical and problem solving abilities. A written round based on
logical and reasoning problems.Winners will be different for
2nd & 3rd year

1

3000

2000

INFRA

5

CV QUIZ: It is a Quiz to test knowledge of civil engineering.
Questions are asked accordingly to the subjects that you have
studied. Winners will be different for 2nd & 3rd year

1

3000

2000

INFRA

6

BRAINSTORM: Our fun quiz event which will test an
individual/pair in their general knowledge and current affairs.
Helping students to have some fun and engage with a
competitive spirit.

2-4

₹3000/ ₹2000/-

MICROBUS

7

MICRO INNOVATOR: One of our technical events in which we
will ask teams to come up with an idea based on a brief given.
This will ignite a spark in the minds of students to pursue
research and test new ideas.

8

E-MODELLING: The event focuses on testing the knowledge of
the students in practical scenarios. Hosted exclusively for each
year in order to give everyone a chance to showcase their
talents.

9

COMCAT: Comcat provides you with the ultimate MATLAB
experience and gives you a platform to showcase your talent
to become the next-gen communication engineer.

11

MR. GADGET: Have you ever wondered as to what makes a
device unique and selling? Do you like to acquire deep
knowledge about gadgets, then this is the event for you? A
single-member event where the participant can showcase the
intrinsic details of a gadget.
WEB HUNT: Can you find your way through cryptic messages
or code? Do you think the internet has all the answers? Here is
your opportunity to find that out.

12

PIXELLETE: This event is to examine the creativity of the
participants in Graphic Design. Registrations will be done
through Google forms.

10

13

14

15

2-4

2

1

1

2-4

1

BUSINESS STARS:An activity with multiple stages to test the
capabilities of a team in business environment via testing the
various crucial elements that make a strong and functional
team.

₹3000/ ₹2000/-

₹1500/ ₹1000/-

₹1500/ ₹1000/-

₹3000/ ₹2000/-

MICROBUS

MICROBUS

MICROBUS

MICROBUS

MICROBUS

1500

1000

MEXPERTS

3000

2000

MEXPERTS

1

1500

1000

MEXPERTS

TEAM

3000

2000

MEXPERTS

AD MAD: A simple and fun activity with use of full of
imagination and creativity. Participants are required to shoot
an innovative Ad for which Ideas are open to choose from with
Team
full innovation. Registrations will be done through Google
forms.
DEBUGMANIA:Interested in programming? Stuck in
DEBUGGING? If yes, then this is the right place for you!!! Use
your debugging skills and find out the bugs. Use your keen eye
and great logical thinking. Find the bugs in the code and prove
that you are a real ‘DEBUGGER’.

₹3000/ ₹2000/-

16

CORPORATE ROADIES:You are, but you don’t know, the real
roadies are staying inside you! So, comes the most exciting
event for the audience.

1

1500

1000

MEXPERTS

17

Innovate for India: The most difficult problems have a rather
simplistic solution, this event aims to find such simple and
innovative solutions.

3

5000

IIC

18

Seek alpha: This Event aims to promote Financial Literacy
and awareness among students using an enjoyable & enticing
approach.

1

2500

IIC

19

Cryptic course: A competition which will test your problem
solving skills and logical ability to find your way through the
cryptic course.

1

2500

IIC

20

Think India: Here, you need to propose your plans to solve the
various deep-rooted social and technical problems prevailing
in India.

21

UPSC : Want to pursue your preparation for civil services? This
event unfolds the real time environment of UPSC with series of
exhaustive rounds and finally interview.

22

Vertigo: Vertigo is an online event that tests you on your
ability to deal with the qualms of electrical circuits and
comprehension of various electrical systems and machines.

23

24

25

Impiego : This event takes you to the time which you will
eventually have to face in your final year, Placements, right?
So brush up your personality, and dive deeper into yourself by
being a part of this mock placement event, Impiego.
Electrica : An online puzzle quiz event, based on your
knowledge of electrical engineering. Where you will be
provided with puzzles along with the hints at particular
intervals. And the first participant who will give the right
answer will win the prize.
Zathura: Zathura is an astronomy themed board game that
fascinatingly enhances your brain power with super-exciting
puzzles & questions on physics and Astronomy.

₹3000 ₹2000
3

ELECTRORORECK

₹1500 ₹1000
1

ELECTRORORECK

₹3000 ₹2000
2

ELECTRORORECK

₹1500 ₹1000
1

ELECTRORORECK

₹3000 ₹2000
2

ELECTRORORECK

₹3000 ₹2000
2

ANTARIKSH

26

27

28

AstroStorm: The participants will have to use their knowledge
₹3000 ₹2000
1
of astronomy and fuse it with their funky artistic mind to
(2
create and submit a digital or a handmade magazine styled
(1500x (1000x2) ANTARIKSH
Categories
pamphlet that may include designs fused with articles and all
2)
)
the other stuff that you may want.
AstroHunt: It is a physics and astronomy themed web hunt
₹3000 ₹2000
where the teams must solve mind bending puzzles and
questions to find the treasure through the hidden depths of
3
ANTARIKSH
cosmos.
Impressum: Participants can submit various forms of art as
₹3000 ₹2000
part of the competition, including sketches, paintings, digital
1
art etc. exhibiting their love and fancy for our mysterious yet
(1500x (1000x2)
(2
ANTARIKSH
Categories 2)
aesthetic universe.
)

29

30

31

32

33

34

Aero Quiz: Put participants' RC aircraft design skills to test.
Designing an RC aircraft requires in depth knowledge of
aircraft along with Analytical and Logical skills.

2

Young Leaders: An event that requires students to select any
of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) set by the
United Nations, analyse the problem and propose a viable
solution for the same through a presentation.

2-4

Stock Hunt: An online event, aimed at testing investment skills
of students. Each individual will be given a fixed token money
to invest in the market. After the given duration the person
who generated maximum profit won.

1-2

Productathon: In this event the students have to develop a
product which solves a real-world problem within given 24
hours.
THIS EVENT IS A COLLEBRATIVE & CONTAINS BUDGET FOR
BOTH I-CELL AND EMR FOR THIS PARTICLUAR EVENT.
Bit Coding: An online coding event based on time constraints.
The participants are asked to complete the coding questions
based on the bit manipulation concept and as per the given
scenarios get the desired output.

2-4

DIP : In this event, the participants will be provided
on-the-spot task for some Image processing on the modified
images. The basic knowledge and concepts will be made
applicable to real-time scenarios for better visualization and
understanding.

2(for both

1

years)

3000

2000

₹
₹
3,000/- 2,000/-

₹
₹
1,500/- 1,000/-

₹
₹
6,000/- 4,000/-

₹
₹1,500/
1,000/-

AEROMODELLING

ICell

ICell

ICell-EMR

EMR

₹
₹
3,000/- 2,000/EMR

35

4

Hackshetra : Hackshetra is a 48 hour online Coding marathon
where the students participate and develop solutions for
various common problems of our day to day lives or based on
any theme. Teams will work on different platforms like web
and android and will use different technologies like AWS, GCP,
machine learning.

TECHNO

4

Chatbot Gen :
36

37

38

₹ 3,000 ₹ 2,000

In this , student would create a chatbot for NIT Kurukshetra
website. This is the first time we are gonna have this event.

TECHNO

1

Encoder :A 3 hour short coding contest where students can
show off their computer programming skills. They are gonna
solve different coding problems within a specific period of
time.

GameStation :In this event different computer games like
COD, Counterstrike, Need For Speed, and many more are
conducted . This event continues all the time. Students can
con anytime and participate in the event. Some of the games
are played in group and some individually.

₹ 1,500 ₹ 1,000

TECHNO

₹ 3,000 ₹ 2,000

8

TECHNO

3D INTEGRATION:- 3D integration is a technical event which
requires thorough knowledge of mechanical core subjects and
expertise in handling the software, Solidworks

1

2

40

KEYNOTE:- It is a technical paper presentation based
astounding event testing the participants on their
quality and veracity of their research paper and their elocution
in the presentation.

2

41

MACHINE ABILITY:- This Event tests the mechanical
knowledge of machines and mechanics with innovative skills to
make proper mechanisms through work piece materials for
desirable and workable products

39

₹ 5,000 ₹ 3,000

1,500

1,000
MECHSOC

3,000

2,000
MECHSOC

3,000

2,000
MECHSOC

42

43

GEEK QUIZ A general quiz that will test the knowledge of you
and your team on topics such as new technologies in
Mechanical Engg. , Sports , Entertainment , History , literature ,
Current Affairs

2

ART ICON An online designing event based on a particular
theme. This test the designing ability of the participant.

1

3,000

2,000
MECHSOC

1,500

1,000
MECHSOC

